
Consultation responses - email and letter correspondence

Service Comments

M17 Please find attached my suggestion to improve option 3 on the current consultation for service M17.  [Removed for GDPR] I know where people travel 

from and to, why, and how long they spend at their destination. I also know where they use the service to connect to buses travelling to the City Centre.  

This suggestion builds on option 3 by providing a more regular, easy to understand hourly service, operating in opposite circles around Dore and Totley, 

achieved by running directly via Dore Road and Twentywell Lane on the return leg (or vice versa), which in turn also provides a link to Dore & Totley 

Station. 

Dear South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (SYPTE),

10/X10 bus change proposals for February 2019

I am writing to you, on the behalf of many residents of Maltby, to inform you of the great apprehension that they and I jointly share in regards to the 

bus change proposals for February 2019. Specifically in relation to the changes proposed for the 10/X10 service; which now and for a long time has 

operated between Maltby, Rotherham District General Hospital and Rotherham Interchange. These proposals, if adopted, would see the end of the 

direct link between Maltby and Rotherham District General Hospital (RDGH).

Firstly, I must register my disappointment at the consultation process SYPTE have adopted for these changes. The online consultation/survey is open 

until the 9th December 2018. It is however not so easy to allocate this consultation as it is hidden away in a far corner of the Travel South Yorkshire 

website; under the heading of Wickerlsley and Bramley. It is quite peculiar it should come under this heading as the proposals bear the most 

detrimental impact upon Maltby, not Wickersley or Bramley. I am making more and more residents of Maltby aware of these changes as it is not 

sufficiently advertised. And each time I do, I am met with the same response; shock, upset and anger.  

The proposals that are causing these reactions are those in relation to the changes for the number 10/X10 bus. Broadly speaking, the changes would 

see a more frequent service which is welcomed but would completely bypass the hospital in favour of increased services to the Wickersley, Bramley, 

Sunnyside and Flanderwell area before continuing on the same route as the X1; straight through to Rotherham Interchange and Meadowhall.

What these proposals quite amazingly seem to neglect is the great need for the direct link between Maltby and the Rotherham District General 

Hospital. Local residents, many of whom are senior citizens, parents with children and disabled passengers, use this route to get to Rotherham hospital. 

Not just in Maltby but further along the route also. 

These proposals would see delayed or missed hospital appointments and routine check-ups, increased journey times and number of buses needed, 

increased stress and upset for some of our most vulnerable citizens and quite frankly, it would cut a life line between a periphery township like Maltby 

and the local hospital, further disadvantaging one of the most disadvantaged communities. 

Please register my opposition to the proposed changes.

[Removed for GDPR]

CRM CUSTOMER WOULD LIKE TO SAY THE FOLLOWING ABOUT THE CONSULTATION- 

1-CHANGE THE BUS STOP IN Sheffield TO RELOCATE IT TO CASTLE ST OUTSIDE THE TRAWLERS CATCH.

2-customer would like it to be every 30 mins.

3-wants the bus to run earlier in the morning to be able to access shops, such as Asda at Parson Cross.

Email I note that these changes mean no buses on this route access Rotherham via the District General Hospital.

I attend five different Outpatient Clinics there. I do not drive. The cost of using taxis for all these attendances, together with the return journeys would 

be prohibitive!

I live in Wickersley, about 10  minutes walk to the proposed X1/X78 route. This I cannot do, whereas the 10a bus stop is only 2-3 minutes away, which I 

can manage.  

Therefore, PLEASE retain the present 10a route

Email I am emailing to ask why o why are you taking the 10/10a bus off that calls at Maltby, and goes to Rotherham  hospital, I think that you will find that lot 

of people use this bus to get to their, it is a very good service (went it runs on time) some nurses us this to get too and from work, people us it for their 

hospital appointments, visiting family and friends, it will be very very much missed, from what I can make out, you are making us get of the bus, then 

get another one to the hospital, this time of year it will be silly, expecting older people to stand again at another bus stop, 

Email Dear SYPTE,

I am concerned about the misleading/omitted information in the bus changes consultation.

The service linking Maltby to Rotherham Hospital is being withdrawn yet there is no mention of this in the consultation. Maltby isn’t even listed as an 

area where changes are taking place as you actually have to click on “Wickersley and Bramley Network Changes” to find out about the route changes 

affecting Maltby and then it is only by reading the description of the proposed route X10 that you find that through implication it will not serve 

Rotherham Hospital.

There are two issues here:

1. A well used and vital service linking Maltby to the employment in Rotherham Hospital is being withdrawn. It is also a vital service for patients and 

visitors.

2. The removal of this link from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital is not specifically stated in the consultation and would lead me to believe that this is a 

deliberate way to hide the proposed changes which will particularly affect elderly and vulnerable people.

Please could you ensure that SYPTE as a matter of urgency update the “Wickersley and Bramley Network Changes” to read “Maltby, Wickersley and 

Bramley Network Changes” or more properly “Maltby to Rotherham route Changes”. Please could you also ensure that this section of the consultation 

also specifically states “The service from Maltby to Rotherham Hospital is being WITHDRAWN - there will be NO direct link from Maltby to Rotherham 

HOSPITAL”.

Email I like the change to the 138 bus service. But would like to ask that the buses from Great Park Road start before 7.30am and more than one an hour to 

Rotherham,so I can connect with X1 as I work near near the Moore Market in Sheffield. Iam also disabled and walk with crutches. I live [Removed for 

GDPR] of Great Park Road. And at moment have to walk to Wortley Road in the morning for the 66.

There are lot of elderly,and a doctor's surgery on Great Park Road who need a better service ie more than one bus per hour.

Email Hi

I write to ask why in certain areas of Brinsworth has been forgotten

I speak of the route to and from Rotherham served at moment by route 31 served by TM travel

This is usually well served especially by Senior Citizens who will find it hard to walk to and from Canklow, Rotherham Caravans uphill, with heavy 

shopping

so the area of Brinsworth has been forgotten by First Bus

This area is Whitehill Lane, left after Canklow Bridge

The 73. 74 or the new X74 does not cover this area

ARE WE FORGOTTEN

Service 136/227 I am writing to you regarding the proposed changes to service 227, Rotherham to Wentworth.

I understand that the service 136 is to partially replace the service 227. I [Removed for GDPR] regularly use the bus stop at Cortworth House.

Looking at your new proposed timetable I understand that there will be no service along Nether Haugh/Cortworth Lane. This will mean a 30-minute 

walk from where I live down to the Rockingham Arms in Wentworth just to get to a bus stop, most of the route is unlit and winter is fast approaching. 

This is totally unacceptable and is grossly unfair!!! I understand the service 44 once used to service the top of Coaley Lane and it was stopped some 

years ago.

What about the people living in Nether Haugh, do they have to walk to Greasbrough just to get a bus? How do we get to GP appointments, surgery 

being at Greenside? Do we not matter at all? You say that this will improve bus services, I think not!

I and other passengers have come to totally rely on our 227-bus service as this is a vital link to getting about in a rural area.

I look forward to your response.

Comment on behalf of residents;

The current route (lack of one ) disadvantages people with limited mobility, eg the elderly, and makes getting about difficult, which does not fit with the 

local priority of keeping people active, participating and counteracting loneliness.

We would appreciate SYPTE considering promoting the provision of small buses (eg the ones run on country routes elsewhere, not ordinary single 

decker buses) on a limited timetable on Pitt St, Deepdale Rd and South St.

Additional problems with the route of the X78 is that people coming from Rotherham have to cross Meadowbank Rd to access the housing. This can 

take several minutes even for the swift and nimble! 

Crossing points do not convey a feeling of safety and are not available at all points, particularly the long bend at the bottom of Pembroke St (where we 

have been refused a bus shelter because of poor visibility and the speed of traffic!)

Residents are seriously worried that only a death on this road will attract the attention of the relevant travel suppliers and authorities to the travel 

needs of the many elderly residents in this area.

I await a response with interest, as ever.
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57 / SL1 / SL1A Dear Sirs

I -- like very many here -- are dismayed at your bus consultation not including Stocksbridge/Deepcar, 57, SL1, SL1a.

The number-one problem in the Sheffield area is the appalling service to/from Stocksbridge/Deepcar.

Commute times are unacceptable by either alternative: the circuitous route of the 57 or the waits for tramlink bus / tram connection at Middlewood 

tram terminus -- 17 minutes at morning rush-hour!!! -- plus the tram dog-leg via the university. [I have had to turn down job interviews because of 

excessive commute times -- two hours and even more in some cases.]

On top of this is the cut in the 57 frequency from half-hourly to hourly and the cut in all services at night from half-hourly to hourly -- and this hidden 

behind a consultation, when this possibility was never raised. And then there's the issue of the last service from the city centre being too early, making 

it often impossible to attend music events.

The root problem is the complete absence of any subsidy for any of these services, resulting in a downward spiral of provision/usage -- the usual 

attitude of Sheffield authorities of ignoring Stocksbridge, which causes near universal local resentment.

[Removed for GDPR] 

M17 [Removed for GDPR]  we're concerned that the Meadowgreen Medical Centre, a doctors practices serving much of Bradway, is planning to move into 

new premises in Jordanthorpe. (It used to have a surgery in Bradway and is slowly creeping away.)

The current M17 provides an hourly bus service to Jordanthorpe, but only from 9 - 5, whereas the surgery offers appointments starting earlier and later, 

from 07.00 - 19.30 on Mondays.

From our point of view in Bradway we'd have liked to have seen the service operating for longer hours. 

Option 1 is the only one we can support. That brings in the St James Retail Park and the Graves Health and Sports Centre so is an improvement on what 

we have now.

Options 2 and 3 are both negative options from where we see it. Reduced frequency and peculiar times instead of the simple hourly service at present.

74 Dear Sir / Madam,

                                I'm writing to you about the changes to the route the 74.

[Removed for GDPR] 

My son was trained by sheffield city council to use your bus to college every morning. This route was chosen because it's the nearest to the UTC 

Sheffield city centre. My son gets off [Removed for GDPR] and 2mins around the corner he arrives at school. It is safe he doesn't walk through Sheffield 

city centre and also doesn't need to cross major busy roads.

Part of the reason we allowed our son to attend UTC because we knew the 74 was a good bus route without exposing my son to danger. 

There are many students that use the 74 bus to attend UTC and without the 74 these children will have safety risks.

This is why I'm asking you to reconsider your actions.

Only last week a student same age of my son was attacked by a grown adult. He walked back from the bus station. The student managed to run into 

college and it was reported to the police. Without this bus route you are making young children walk from bus station to UTC. Unfortunately town isn't 

a safe place. 

Unfortunately I'm unable to take my son to school myself I have a spinal cord injury and also epilepsy that means I can't drive.

I appeal on behalf of all students from the UTC please don't make there journey to college unsafe.

If anything was to happen to these students it would be squarely on your shoulders.

General Network Not happy that there are no route maps for the proposed changes to buses in February. I did explain that the changes are only proposed so route maps 

wouldn't be available until routes are confirmed. He wanted to pass this on as feedback as he said he couldn't make an informed decision if there 

wasn't a route map available to see.

If it helps comment received from a male, 65-74 age group, and his postcode is S60 3.

227

To worm it concerns

I have been contacted by residents from Wentworth and Nether Haugh about the proposed changes to the 227 service . On behalf of the residents I 

would like to raise my objections to the proposed changes for following reason.

It will leave residents in social isolation not been able to catch a bus into Rotherham to ever shop or get to a place of work.

Rural villages, such as Wentworth will struggle if people  don’t have access to such places. The village needs tourism to help local businesses and 

communities survive.

I would hope that SYPTE Will reconsider its decision to alter the present route of the 227

[Removed for GDPR] 

10 I would have liked to see exactlyl what the new proposed services would be -but I am unable to access the survey so here are my comments - I 

lunderstand the 10 is no longer to run via the hospital - a bad idea as it means that there is only the 19s to rely on from East Bawtry Road.  Hopefully 

someof the new proposed services will continue to run via Spinneyfield hail and ride as this is the very best service to me (being 80 years old) and 

currently the evening services to E.Bawtry road are a total disgrace with just one bus an hour (means very long waits at times after a theatre visit - who 

designed these clearly is not a bus traveller - sadly I am all the time (not driver in my house0

32 I here you are changing the bus route of the 32 why are you ? The bus is going no where near the shops down the moor so we will have to get 2 buses 

and a lot of the passengers are elderly so you are going to make the bus useless to your customers the bus should go all the way down the moor as it 

did before


